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Listening to Wilful Missing is like repeatedly having your heart broken and breathe stolen (in a good way)
2011 was a pivotal year for Wilful Missing. On the back of two
well-received EPs (2009ʻs Vast Atlantic, and 2010ʻs Loose
Ends), the band were catapulted into the limelight, as four of
their songs featured in the BBC TV drama, Waterloo Road.
Three of these songs were as yet unreleased. There was an
immediate online buzz as fans of Waterloo Road sought to find
out how and when they would be able to get these songs.
Now, with the release of their debut album, Molehills out of
Mountains, Wilful Missing will officially release these three songs
that fans of Waterloo Road have been eagerly anticipating.
ʻConstitution Failedʼ and ʻCry For The Cityʼ, are included on the
album, while ʻBlue Poetryʼ will be the b-side to a future single.
Molehills out of Mountains also includes an award-winning song
in ʻThe Waltzʼ. Along with film-makers Little Red Light, Wilful
Missing won the 2011 2 Weeks 2 Make It music video competition
in Sheffield with ʻThe Waltzʼ. See the official video here:
http://youtu.be/MCWW7NDejRA
Wilful Missing have a unique cross-genre, cross-generational, appeal, due to their outstanding musicianship
and songcraft. Sam Kiplingʼs emotionally charged, yet intimate, vocals draw the listener in, and the bandʼs
attention to detail means there is plenty to pick up on
with repeated listens.
The distinctive album artwork for Molehills out of
Mountains was designed by the bandʼs multi-talented
drummer, Ruth Viqueira. The groundbreaking design
sees the vinyl version of the album expand upon,
rather than simply replicate, the CD art. A special
fansʼ QR code is also included in all formats of the
album.
Live dates:
3rd December 2011 – The New Beehive, Bradford
14th January 2012 - The Grand, Clitheroe
25th March 2012 - Great Northern Wine, Ripon
Previous praise for Wilful Missing:
“Right up my street” – Steve Lamacq
" Utterly delightful...incredibly hard it is to dislike them" - Drowned In Sound
“Beautifully inventive” - Folk Radio UK
“Varied in expression and tempo yet consistent in musical vision...Wilful Missing will be going places, Iʼm absolutely sure."- Folk and Roots
“Really, really good. Bradford rocks." R2 (Rock 'n' Reel)
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